
Yin/Yang Gong
One of the hottest new trends in fitness is the advent of the "fusion" workout. Lately 
we've seen variations of yoga plus Pilates (e.g. Yo-lates and Piloga); kickboxing plus 
yoga (e.g. Budokan); and even boxing plus Pilates (e.g. Piloxing).  Why are these 
classes are growing in popularity?

They are fun, new workout experiences.

They mix already popular exercises together: students feel like they're getting more 
"bang for their buck."

They introduce new and exotic styles of exercise to new students in more 
accessible formats.

But true fusion has to go beyond simply connecting or compiling movements or styles 
together.  True fusion blends movements or styles together in a way that creates a 
seamless unity yet preserves the integrity of the individual components.  The Full Circle 
Fusion workouts do just that, because they are created based on 35 years of 
experience teaching T'ai Chi, yoga and natural body fitness and more than 13 years 
teaching Pilates.

The Full Circle Fusion workouts are based on an understanding of the underlying 
structure of the individual five elements (T'ai Chi, Pilates, yoga, natural body play, and 
kung-fu). We weave the movements together based on their structural compatibility - 
each move done with their original authentic intention and flavor.

These workouts represent a blending of the 5 Elements - Wood, Metal, Earth, Water 
and Fire - as represented by these five bodymind arts: Yoga (wood), Kung-fu (fire), 
Pilates (metal), T'ai Chi (water), and Natural Body play (earth).  Each Fusion workout 
emphasizes two of the elements - but the other three are always in the background and 
show up as transitions and flourishes.

Yin/Yang Gong is a fusion of Taijiquan (T'ai Chi Ch'uan) and hatha yoga. Notice how 
both arts emphasize alignment, breath and release - but in slightly different ways.  In 
the FusionFlow workout, the real challenge is to shift your body into the appropriate 
"style" of alignment whenever you change from a yoga move to a T'ai Chi move.



Choreography Notes:
Warm-up:
1. Sinking the Qi
2. Hold up Heaven Like a Pillar
3. Drawing the Bow
4. Brushing the Earth and Sky
5. Surya Namaskar
6. Two-Fist Punch
7. Penetrating Heaven & Earth
8. Surya Namaskar
9. Wagging the Tail
10.  The T'ai Chi Jolt

Section 1: T'ai Chi Warrior Series
1. Open the Door
2. Fire Step Footwork

1. Lunge/Side Lunge/T-step/Lunge
3. Grasp the Sparrow's Tail

1. Ward Off, Roll Back, Press, Push
4. Grasp the Sparrow's Tail - add Warrior I
5. Grasp the Sparrow's Tail / Warrior I - add Warrior II
6. Grasp the Sparrow's Tail / Warrior I & II - add Warrior III
7. Close the Door

Section 2: The Whip, the Snake, the Rooster and the Pigeon
1. Open the Door
2. Wave Hands Like Clouds - 3 steps to the left
3. Single Whip
4. Sit Back into a Crouch - aka "the Snake" x 4
5. Step up into The Rooster on One Leg
6. Step back and slide into The Pigeon
7. Repeat steps 2-6 to the right
8. Close the Door

Section 3: Kickin' It!
1. Open the Door
2. Standing knee raise, both sides
3. Slo-mo kicks both sides
4. Vrksasana (the Tree) both sides
5. Padangusthasana (Stand and Hold Foot)
6. Close the Door

Section 4: The End
1. Opening the Heart Qigong




